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WATER WAS penetrating the parking garage roof of the 15-story condominium that opened in 1964. The concrete 
and steel reinforcing bars in structural columns that support the garage roof, the plaza, and the building were 
deteriorating. Repairs were estimated to total as much as $4.6 million. 

The community had about $543,000 in its general reserve, which was being funded at $344,000 annually. The 150 
owners were reluctant to increase assessments, and the board resisted imposing special assessments—only one 
had been approved over the prior 15 years; $400,000 for hallway improvements. 

Highfield House, a mid-century building in Baltimore designed by famed architect Mies van der Rohe, embarked on a 
six-year effort to repair and restore its pool deck and plaza, under and behind the condominium, that also serves as 
the roof of the building's parking garage. The 18-month construction project at the National Register of Historic Places 
property was completed in December. 

THE SAGA BEGINS 
Highfield House's physical plant committee first identified water seepage into the garage as a key issue for the 
building after reviewing its 2011 reserve study, but owners and management were aware of the problem for years. To 
prevent cars from being damaged by high alkaline water, management had constructed a system of shallow, 
lightweight drain pans that could be fastened to the garage ceiling to divert the water. No study of the root cause of 
the leaks had been made. 

The 2011 reserve study recommended undertaking two projects at a total cost in excess of $4 million: 

replacing, beginning in 2018, the coal tar waterproof membrane under the plaza's topping slab, which was 
approaching the end of its useful life and had failed in several areas. 

addressing deterioration in various retaining walls and the pool deck. 

It also recommended increasing the annual reserve contribution from $316,000 in 2012 to $458,000 in 2013 and 
continuing to increase the reserve contribution up to $975,000 annually in 2020 to fund improvements to the plaza 
and other projects. Once the plaza repair and replacement was completed in 2021, the reserve contribution in future 
years could be gradually reduced. 



Reserve study recommendations led the physical plant committee to conduct a more detailed study of the plaza and 
parking garage. In December 2015, after a competitive selection process, Highfield House engaged a professional 
team led by a Baltimore-area architectural firm with solid historic preservation credentials (SM+P) and an engineer 
with considerable parking garage experience (Morabito Consultants) to evaluate its garage and plaza. Morabito, 
which has offices in Maryland and Florida, was the same consultant used by Champlain Towers South in Surfside, 
Fla., to evaluate its property. 

In the spring of 2016, as part of its study of the building, SM+P and its team inspected and hammer-tested concrete 
support columns in the garage and garage ceiling. The firm cleared the soil from one of three large planters and dug 
test pits on the plaza to evaluate the condition of drains concentrated within the planters and the condition of the 
waterproofing membrane under the plaza. The firm also reviewed original plans to identify alterations from the original 
Mies' design, including additional drains on the plaza probably added around the time the building was converted 
from apartments to condominiums in 1979. 

While the SM+P study provided some options, the architects clearly supported a comprehensive repair and 
restoration of the plaza and planters, adding drains and replacing the waterproof membrane beneath the concrete 
surface. SM+P estimated a comprehensive repair and restoration could cost as much as $3.9 million. As the scope of 
work was refined, costs increased to as high as $4.6 million. 

There was considerable debate among Highfield House owners about the wisdom of spending an average of close to 
$26,000 per unit on the plaza. A number of open meetings were held with the design professionals to explain the 
work and answer questions. A group of owners formed to oppose the project and offered vigorous, no-holds-barred 
opposition. 

To address concerns, Highfield House engaged another design and engineering firm, WJE, to review the original 
study and provide a second opinion. After this second opinion again recommended comprehensive repair and 
restoration of the plaza, there was still strong opposition. To try and develop a consensus among owners, the board 
president at that time organized a special committee of residents both in favor and opposed to the project to further 
research options and explore less costly and less invasive alternatives. 

Ultimately, more than two-thirds of Highfield House owners voted in favor of the comprehensive plaza repair and 
restoration as well as a special assessment of nearly $4.3 million in 2020. The work was successfully completed at 
the end of 2021. 

 
 

 



 

  

LESSONS LEARNED 
Highfield House's leaders, and most owners, are pleased with the plaza repair and restoration project. Undertaking 
the project when the economy was slowing due to the COVID-19 pandemic allowed the community to complete the 
work at a good price and get a very attractive interest rate on financing. The project significantly improved the 
structural integrity of the building, ended water infiltration into the garage that was causing structural supports to 
deteriorate, found and fixed a number of potential serious maintenance items, and was completed within 3% of the 
construction budget. 

We learned a lot over the course of the project. Follow these tips if your community faces a major infrastructure 
project: 

Find consultants. Plan on spending funds up front for multiple consultants to analyze your options and test 
underlying conditions. A detailed analysis can help refine the project's scope and help convince owners the work is 
needed. 

Expect opposition. Condominium owners don't like special assessments or spending money on major 
improvements. Even multiple studies by experts are unlikely to convince all owners. 

Plan substantial time and effort to gain owner approval. Large-scale construction projects at condominiums 
require strong support from successive boards and presidents (three at Highfield House) and help from a group of 
committed owners to gain approval. Sometimes, the most successful lobbying is one-on-one and with small groups of 
owners. Requiring two-thirds of ownership units to approve a special assessment, as the Highfield House bylaws 
require, is a very high bar. 

Consider using reserves and bank financing. Highfield House has a goal of maintaining at least $1 million in 
general reserve funds. Condominium boards and owners should have flexibility in deciding whether to accumulate 
reserves in advance to pay for major improvements or financing them over time. The cost of financing and repayment 
terms that allowed owners to pay for the project while enjoying its benefits made financing the plaza project a better 
option for us. 

Engage a good lawyer. Prior to evaluating the plaza, Highfield House went through a competitive selection process. 
The attorney should be capable of reviewing contracts and dealing with owner protests in a timely fashion. 

Employ an owners' representative. The experience and expertise of Cap Ex Advisory Group, our owners' 
representative, and Moseley, our building architect, were invaluable in building a case for the project, obtaining bids, 
employing design and engineering consultants, assuring the budget had sufficient contingency funds to cover 
unforeseen issues, and guiding the community through the construction process. A board and its management 
company do not have the required experience or time to manage a large construction project while also overseeing 
ongoing operations. 

Select an experienced and committed contractor and design professionals. These business partners should 
expect opposition and criticism from condominium owners and know how to handle it. 



Confirm your management company has the capacity to handle a major construction project. You will need 
your management company or another entity to manage construction funds in conjunction with your owners' 
representative, collect special assessment installment payments, handle payoffs, and more. 

Know that draining water from a flat surface and matching concrete aggregate and color is very 
difficult. Despite using laser scanners, carefully placing surface and subsurface drains, and paying close attention to 
sloping concrete, where possible, the essentially flat plaza surface used on many mid-century buildings makes it very 
difficult to drain water from all points. 

In addition, at Highfield House, van der Rohe used a mix of large smooth multicolored stones, possibly dredged from 
a stream valley, to produce a unique concrete aggregate surface for the lobby floor and plaza surface. Despite 
studying many aggregate mixes and testing the mix at the cement plant and on-site, adjoining sections of concrete 
poured and finished days, weeks, or months apart did not match as well as was hoped. The community learned to 
live with most texture and color variations given that the plaza had been functionally restored. 

Expect surprises. At Highfield House, these included: crushed or completely clogged pipes under the garage that 
drain water from the lower level pool deck and into which the new plaza drains were connected; rusted supports for 
the large glass walls that surround the lobby; complications routing drains from the plaza through a 50-year-old maze 
of wiring, ducts, and drains under the plaza; more concrete deterioration on support columns than anticipated; and 
some incomplete rebar connections. One section of the plaza and structural slab below it was so deteriorated that it 
had to be rebuilt completely. 

Expect delays. Significant ones at Highfield House included: the need to design and manufacture replacement 
support brackets for the large glass lobby walls that could be installed with the existing panels in place; flooding of 
lower-level rooms when a major storm followed removal of some portions of plaza topping slab and waterproofing; 
discovery of an underground abandoned oil tank; and multiple designs and redesigns of two trench drains on either 
side of the lobby that proved essential for keeping heavy rains from leaking into the lobby. 

Anticipate general and administrative expenses. In addition to the construction itself, time and money will be 
required to deal with legal issues, finding and managing parking for owners while work is underway, and collecting 
and administering a payment program. 

Request help from local elected officials. Highfield House's local city council person helped waive the city parking 
tax of 20% on commercial garage space rental and resolve some building permit delays. 

Charge a premium for paying the special assessment over time. High-field House charged a 1.35% interest rate 
premium for owners who elected to pay their special assessment over 15 years and began collecting these 
installment payments in the month construction began while our bank loan began to amortize after a two-year 
construction period. 

Providing all owners with the option to pay over 15 years, regardless of their income or equity in their property, was 
important in gaining support. The interest rate premium and starting installment payments two years before the loan 
began to amortize provided funds to cover administrative costs for the payment program, legal fees, off-site parking, 
and other general and administrative expenses not anticipated in the construction budget. It also leaves funds to pay 
the last two years of loan amortization for whatever portion remains outstanding to maturity. The premium and early 
payments also were originally designed to provide a loan loss reserve to protect the association if some owners 
chose not to pay. Highfield House didn't have any special assessment payment defaults after the board provided a 
60-day grace period for some dissident owners. Our general collection experience has been quite good over the past 
two years too. 

Know that some owners will never be satisfied. Some of the same owners who opposed the plaza project 
continued to criticize various aspects of it once construction got underway. The collapse of Champlain Towers South, 
steady progress toward completion, and the beneficial effect of the plaza improvements on unit sales gradually stilled 
the critics. 

Jerry Doctrow served as vice president of the Highfield House board at the time the repair and restoration of the 
plaza was completed. He previously served as president and was actively involved in obtaining approval and 
financing for the project. He is a retired real estate stock analyst and investment banker and, earlier in his career, 
managed public sector real estate rehabilitation programs. 

 

 



Project Timeline 
MARCH 2011. Reserve study report indicates need for comprehensive repair and restoration of plaza at an estimated 
cost of $4 million. 

DECEMBER 2015. Owners approve 2016 reserve fund budget with $24,000 to study plaza. 

SPRING 2016. Board approves hiring SM+P Architects and Morabito engineers to study plaza. 

OCTOBER 2016. Final report on plaza assessment prepared by SM+P. Estimate totals $3.9 million. 

OCTOBER 2017. Cap Ex Advisory Group hired as owners' representative to refine the project, help educate owners, 
select a contractor, and supervise construction. 

FEBRUARY 2018. WJE peer review of SM+P's analysis confirms the scope of work. 

APRIL 2018. Vote on project with $4.3 million budget fails; 60% of owners approve—short of the two-thirds 
requirement for a special assessment. 

SEPTEMBER 2019. Financing plan finalized. Special assessment ranges from about $13,000 to nearly $70,000 for 
the largest combined units. 

FEBRUARY 2020. Project approved by 71.35% of owners. 

MARCH 2020. Loan commitment obtained for up to $3.3 million at a 5.5% rate with a 15-year repayment term after 
two years of construction financing. 

MAY 2020. Loan settled. Bank requires that prepaid special assessment funds be spent before funds from bank loan 
are advanced. Owners ultimately prepaid about $2.5 million and financed about $1.8 million. 

JUNE 2020. Construction work commences. 

APRIL—JULY 2020. A small number of owners file complaints with the Maryland Attorney General's Office of 
Consumer Protection, which does not find grounds to overturn the condominium's approval process. 

DECEMBER 2021. Construction work substantially completed, only 3% over budget but about six months later than 
originally anticipated. 
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